Abstract. We combinatorally studied two rings associated with the G 2 flag manifold: the classic Cohomology ring, H * (X) and the quantum Cohomology ring, QH * (X) where X is the flag manfiold of G 2 . We found both positive classic Schubert polynomials and quantum Schubert polynomials. We used those reults to find the ideal of QH * (x),Ĩ, which is a deformation of the ideal of H * (X) by the addition of quantum parameters. We also investigated the moment graph of the flag manifold X where we calculated curve neighborhoods which will be used in a future project about quantum K theory of X.
Introduction
One of the major theorems in algebra is the classification of complex semisimple Lie algebras. There are four classical infinite series (of type A n , B n , C n , D n ) and five exceptional finite series (of types E 6 , E 7 , E 8 , F 4 , G 2 ). The smallest among the finite series, namely G 2 , is expected to be the simplest among the exceptional cases. To each algebra you can associate a group, and to each group a certain geometric object called a flag manifold. In type A n , the points of this flag manifold are sequences V 1 ⊂ V 2 ⊂ .... ⊂ C n of vector spaces V i of dimension i. D. Anderson gives a similar description in type G 2 [1] , but it will not be used in this paper. The study of flag manifolds has a long and rich history starting in 1950's, and it lies at the intersection of Algebraic Geometry, Combinatorics, Topology and Representation Theory.
From now on let X be the flag manifold of type G 2 . This paper will investigate two rings associated to X: the cohomology ring H * (X) and the quantum cohomology ring QH * (X). The bigger question of understanding the multiplication in these rings for all flag manifolds is one of the central problems of Combinatorics and Algebraic Geometry.
Both classic and quantum cohomology rings of X have a distinguished basis called the "Schubert basis". This consists of Schubert classes indexed by the Weyl group of type G 2 , which turns out to be the same as the dihedral group D 12 . Multiplication of Schubert classes is closely related to the Lie combinatorics of the root system of type G 2 . There are two ways to regard each of these rings. The first is to give a presentation by generators and relations, and the second is to multiply the (geometrically defined) Schubert classes. For example, results from 1970's showed that H * (X) = Q[x 1 , x 2 ]/I where I is the ideal generated by x 1 . Then a natural question is to find out what is the relation between this presentation and the one which involves Schubert basis. More precisely, we would like to find out polynomials in Q[x 1 , x 2 ] which represent Schubert classes. This means that the images of these polynomials form a basis for H * (X) and that they multiply correctly modulo the ideal I. The positivity of Schubert polynomial coefficients has geometric interpretations in studies of type A n (see the recent paper of A. Knutson and E. Miller [5] ). Therefore it is natural to ask whether analogous positive polynomials exist in type G 2 .
What we found is the following. There are positive Schubert polynomials in H * (X) and we found quantum Schubert polynomials in QH * (X). We also investigated the moment graph of X in relation to a future project about quantum K theory of X where calculations for any flag manifold have not be computed.
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Roots/Coroots of G 2
Our project studies certain rings associated to the flag manifold associated to G 2 , called the ordinary and quantum cohomology rings. While we do not need to explicitly understand the group of type G 2 we will need to perform explicit calculations which involve the root system of this type. The goal of this section is to review the relevant aspects of the root system. 2.1. Roots of G 2 . Denote R the root system of type G 2 . The roots belong to the hyperplane in E = R 3 given by the equation
There are twelve roots, taken from [2] . Each root α can be written uniquely as α = c 1 α 1 + c 2 α 2 where α 1 , α 2 are simple roots and c 1 c 2 ≥ 0. A root is positive (negative)
Positive Roots Negative Roots Table 1 . The roots of G 2 in terms of i . Figure 1 . The root system for G 2 where each node is a root. This is represented in the ∆ basis where the blue lines represent the coordinate system.
if both c 1 , c 2 are non-negative (resp. non-positive). The roots are displayed in Table 1 , in terms of the natural coordinates in E. The set of simple roots is denoted ∆ = {α 1 , α 2 }, and they are α 1 = 1 − 2 and α 2 = −2 1 + 2 + 3 . For later purposes, we need to expand each root in terms of the simple roots.
Example 2.1. Consider the root 3 − 1 (this is a positive root in G 2 ). Then
Thus the root 3 − 1 is represented in the ∆ basis as α 1 + α 2 .
The full results for each root is shown in Table 2 . The roots can also be understood geometrically. Figure 1 shows the root system of G 2 in the ∆ basis where the origin is the center of the star shown and the blue lines represent the α 1 ,α 2 axes.
Coordinates
Simple Roots Basis 
where (α, α) is the standard inner product.
When using this formula, it is important to remember that the inner product is computed in terms of the natural coordinates in E.
So then
Use the procedure shown in Example 2.2 to find the coroot corresponding to any root α. When dealing with coroots of negative roots,
which means one needs to calculate only six coroots (preferably the positive ones). We denote the full set of coroots by R ∨ and define the set ∆ ∨ that holds the simple coroots: α Table 3 shows the values for each of the coroots. Notice from the table that all α ∨ are written as α times a factor of either 1 or 
The Weyl Group of G 2
The Weyl group of G 2 , denoted W , is the group generated by reflections s α , where α ∈ R. For simplicity reasons, we denote s αi = s i . Geometrically, s α is the reflection across the line perpendicular to the root α. For example, the reflection s 1 (corresponding to s α1 ) is the reflection across the line perpendicular to the α 1 axis (see Figure 2 ). As Figure 2 also points out, the root −α 1 has the same corresponding reflection s α1 . For any α root, s α = s −α . Therefore, only six unique reflections exist for the G 2 root system. Table 3 . The values for each coroot α ∨ for the corresponding α root. Figure 2 . The reflection s α1 (dashed line) which is perpenduclar to the axis connecting α 1 to the origin (blue line). Notice −α 1 has the same reflection.
It is known from J. Humphreys [4] that W has the presentation
In order to determine the reflections that are in W , we need the following definitions.
Definition 3.1. Consider w ∈ W . A reduced expression for w is an expression involving products of s 1 and s 2 in as short a way as possible (via the relations in the presentation).
Definition 3.2. Consider w ∈ W where w is a reduced expression. The length of w is denoted as the number of simple reflections (s 1 and s 2 ) that show up in the reduced expression. This is denoted by (w).
A couple of examples will help clarify any confusion.
Example 3.1. Consider w = s 2 s 1 s 2 . This is a reduced expression for w and since there three simple reflections in the product, the length of w is (w) = 3. 
We need to check that there exists generators x, y ∈ W such that x 6 = y 2 = 1 and xy = yx −1 . Let x = s 1 s 2 and y = s 1 . These two elements will generate all of W . Also notice that
Therefore there exists a group homomorphism φ : D 12 → W where φ(s) = s 1 and φ(r) = s 1 s 2 . We need to check surjectivity and injectivity. Since these groups are finite, the explicit mapping for each element in D 12 is the following
Every element in D 12 is uniquely mapped and every element in W is mapped onto. So φ is injective and surjective. This proves the result.
By this ismophism, there are implicit relations for how elements of W behave:
Since the reflections s 1 and s 2 form a basis, every reflection in the G 2 root system s α can be expressed as a reduced expression product of s 1 's and s 2 's. Consider the action of W on the root system R given by the natural action of reflections on vectors in E. Explicitly, this action is given by
(see [4, Pag. 43] .) The following lemma in proved in loc. cit.:
Lemma 3.4. Let w ∈ W and α ∈ R. Then ws α w −1 = s w·α . Table 4 . The root reflection corresponding to each root in G 2 .
Example 3.5. Consider w = s 1 s 2 s 1 . We want to find reflection s α that corresponds to w. By Lemma 3.4,
where s 1 is it's own inverse. But
We know (α 1 , α 1 ) = 2 (see Example 2.2 on page 4.) So
and therefore s 1 (α 2 ) = 3α 1 + α 2 So the reflection of s 1 s 2 s 1 corresponds to the reflection for s 3α1+α2 . Table 4 shows the reflection across the line perpendicular to each root. Again, notice roots α and −α have the same reflection. Notice all the reflections listed are odd in length. Since W is a group of order 12, the remaining 6 non-reflections (including the identity in W ) must all have even length.
Finding the Moment Graph
With the Weyl group established for G 2 , and all elements in terms of s 1 and s 2 found in reduced expression form, it is possible to create a graph encoding many combinatorial properties of the reflections in the Weyl group. Definition 4.1. The moment graph is an oriented graph that consists of a pair (V, E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Each vertex corresponds to an element in the Weyl Group (so if v ∈ V , then v ∈ W ). For x, y ∈ V , an edge exists from x to y, denoted by We need to find then some s α for which
By
∨ i.e.
We can express Example 4.2 in general terms in the following lemma. The tables that show the edges for all Weyl group elements are located in section A.1. Here are some interesting properties about these edges
• Remember that if you have a s α , then it is any six possible root reflections. Consider w ∈ V (w ∈ W ). Ignoring whether the edge is entering or leaving w, there are six total and all unique. This holds for any w ∈ V i.e. all vertices have the same six unique edges. (This can be shown in Figure 3 ). • For any w 1 , w 2 ∈ W , where (w 1 ) = (w 2 ), they will have edges connecting them to the same vertices. 
We wish to express the edges in terms of degrees. Equivalently, this means ∨ is one of the unique edges for the moment graph and Table 3 shows us that 
. So for this coroot, d = (1, 1). Table 5 shows the degree for each of the six coroots that appear on the edges. At this point, we have all the information needed to create the moment graph. How will we do this? Since we have twelve elements of the Weyl group, draw a regular dodecagon where each vertex corresponds to an element of the Weyl group. The dodecagon will be drawn such that the order the elements increases as one moves up the graph. So the identity (length 0) is at the bottom vertex while w o = (s 1 s 2 ) 3 (length 6) is the largest element of W and therefore the top vertex.The edges are represented as lines connecting the vertices are the edges. The moment graph for G 2 is displayed in Figure 3 on page 10. To help with identifying the degree for each edge, a color code is placed upon the edges.
Curve Neighborhoods
In Section 4 we defined the degree d to help simplify the moment graph and to later help with later calculations. The following definition is something that was defined by A. Buch and L.C. Mihalcea [3] : d 2 ) a degree and u ∈ W an element of the Weyl group, The curve neighborhood, Γ d (u) is a subset of W which consists of the maximal elements in the moment graph which can be reached from u with a path of total degree ≤ d.
This relates directly to the moment graph. Pick some w ∈ W on the moment graph and pick some degree d. Then for that particular w and degree d there is a path that can be taken to some v ∈ W where (v) ≥ (w) and the total degree of the path taken is less than or equal to the original degree d specified.
Example 5.1. Consider Γ (1,0) (id).We start with the identity element. The degree (1,0) means that we must find a path that is less than or equal to that degree and that path must take us to the highest length element possible. Recall each edge has an associated degree d where d ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3)}.
For our situation, the only possible path is the (1,0) path and it will take us to s 1 . We have achieved the maximum "distance" we are allowed to go. Therefore, Example 5.2. Consider Γ (1,0) (s 1 ). Here start at s 1 . Notice that for the degree chosen (1,0), there is no path upwards that can be taken (the (1,0) edge connected to s 1 goes down to the identity). Here, the curve neighborhood is just the element we started out with, s 1 .
Example 5.3. Consider Γ (2,2) (id). We have a bunch of paths to consider but I will draw your attention to one particular path. From the identiy, we can move on the edge (1,0) to the element s 1 . From here, all possible paths must have degree less than or equal to (2, 2) − (1, 0) = (1, 2). For s 1 , the edge (1,2) is connected to w o . Since w o is the element is the maximal element of the moment graph then w o is automatically the maximal element for Γ (2,2) (id).
To expand on Example 5.3 we know for some w ∈ W there exists some degree (a, b) where Γ (a,b) (w) = w o . Consider degree (a , b ) where a ≥ a and b ≥ b. Then Γ (a ,b ) (w) = w o . This is so because w o is the largest possible maximal element. Since (a, b) stops at w o , then (a , b ) stops there too. Table 9 in A.2 shows the curve neighborhoods for every element of the Weyl group. For all the examples given, the curve neighborhood for some degree d at u ∈ W is always unique. The following proposition is presented and proved by example in A.2 on page 16. In analogy to computations done in type A n by A. Knuston and E. Miller [5] we examine the Quantum Cohomology Ring of the G 2 Flag Manifold. We studied combinatorial aspects of the ordinary cohomology ring as well as quantum cohomology ring by computing the classical as well as quantum Chevalley multiplication between σ s1 , σ s2 and other Schubert classes.
Let B be a Borel subgroup of the group of type G 2 . If one realizes G 2 as a group of matrices, then B is the subgroup obtained by considering the upper triangular matrices. The quotient X = G 2 /B is by definition the flag manifold (of type G 2 ).
6.1. Classical (Ordinary) Cohomology. The classical cohomology ring is denoted by H * (X). The elements of this ring can each be written uniquely as finite sums w∈W a w σ w where a w ∈ Z and σ w is a (geometrically defined) Schubert class. The addition in this ring is straightforward and intuitive:
6.2. Quantum Cohomology. The quantum cohomology ring QH * (X) is a deformation of H * (X) by adding quantum parameters,
. This means that if we make d = (0, 0) in any calculation in QH * (X) then we obtain a calculation in H * (X). Similarly to the classical cohomology ring the elements of this rings can each be written uniquely as finite sums
where a w (d) ∈ Z. The addition in this ring is also straightforward:
6.3. Ring Multiplication. The cohomology ring has two generators, namely σ s1 and σ s2 , corresponding to the simple reflections s 1 , s 2 ∈ W . As a result every element is a sum of monomials in σ si 's and the multiplication by generators σ si determines the entire ring multiplication. Because every element is a unique combination of Schubert classes, we can define σ u σ v , where denotes the (quantum) multiplication. The formula for σ w σ si is called the (quantum) Chevalley rule illustrated in the Section 6.4.
Before giving the rule, there are a few properties that will be helpful to understand.
(1) the multiplication of quantum parameters is very intuitive:
. (2) the multiplication is associative, commutative and it has unit: 1 = σ 1 .
(3) the multiplication is graded. Thus we define the following:
• deg(σ w ) = (w), where (w) is the length of the Weyl group element w.
6.4. The Quantum Chevalley Rule. Recalling the definition of a degree (Definition 4.2), each coroot α ∨ can be written as
where α ∨ i are the simple coroots. It follows that α ∨ can be identified with the degree (d 1 , d 2 ). We will denote the i-th component of the degree
Theorem 1. The following holds in QH * (X):
Here the first sum is over positive roots α such that (us α ) = (u) + 1 and that the second sum is over positive roots β such that (us
Example 6.1. Consider σ s2s1 σ s1 . We will do the calculation in parts: first the quantum (beta) part and then the classic (alpha) part.
• Beta term: We have the condition that (us
Since the length (s 2 s 1 s β ) is positive, then deg(q
That term is therefore zero so consider β ∨ = (1, 0).
The length condition is satisfied so there is a nonzero beta term.
For β:
• 
Thus σ s2s1 σ s1 = 2σ s1s2s1 + q 1 σ s2 . Table 6 . Quantum Chevalley Table. 7. Schubert Polynomials
In general, Schubert polynomials "represent cohomology classes of Schbuert cycles in flag varieties" (Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schubert polynomial). Both classic and quantum cohomology rings of X have a distinguished basis called the "Schubert basis". Recall that the cohomology ring has two generators, namely σ s1 and σ s2 , corresponding to the simple reflections s 1 , s 2 ∈ W . We would like to find polynomials in Q[x 1 , x 2 ] which represent Schubert classes. This means that such polynomials are a basis for H * (X) and that they multiply correctly modulo the ideal I, where I is generated by
1 . We used the following basis: σ s1 = x 1 and σ s2 = x 1 + x 2 in our computations of Schubert polynomials.
In order to compute the Schubert polynomials we used the relations found for the multiplication between σ w and σ si given in Table 6 . Note that to obtain the classical Schubert polynomials we simply the quantum parameters equal to 0. We first plug in our basis choices σ s1 = x 1 and σ s2 = x 1 +x 2 to the expression and solve for each of the (geometrically defined) Schubert classes as polynomials in terms of x 1 , x 2 and in the quantum case in terms of q 1 and q 2 as well.
Example 7.1. In order to find the quantum Schubert polynomial for σ s2s1 take the following expression given by Table 6 σ s1 σ s1 = σ s2s1 + q 1 and make the substitution σ s1 = x 1 . This yields
Solving for σ s2s1 we find σ s2s1 = x 2 1 − q 1 . Note that in order to find the classic Schubert polynomial for σ s2s1 we simply neglect the quantum parameter terms. This yields
Similar computations of Schubert Polynomials were done for the cohomology ring of the G 2 flag manifold in a paper by Dave Anderson [1] . He used a different method, and obtained different results, but our answers and his must be equal Table 7 . Classic Schubert Polynomials. Table 7 . In order to check if our results are equal we checked to see if the difference between our resulting classical polynomials was a multiple of one of the elements of the ideal. All but two of our results were crosschecked I and each pair of Schubert polynomials we crosschecked were found to be equal. Quantum Schubert polynomials have an anologous relation to the quantum cohomology of flag manifolds as that of ordinary Schubert polynomials with the ordinary cohomology. The difference is that quantum Schubert polynomials have the addition of quantum parameters. We used our quantum Schubert polynomial results, found in Table 8 , to compute the idealĨ of the quantum cohomology ring QH * (x) which is a deformation of the ideal I of the classic cohomology ring H * (X) by the addition of quantum paramters. The computed ideal is as follows I =< x 
Future Research
There is further work that is needed to be done in this topic. In Section 7, the data culminated for the quantum Schubert polynomials whose classical part is positive. In analogy with Knutson-Miller's work [5] done with the Lie algebra A n , the positivity of the Schubert polynomials is an indication of a possible geometric interpretation for type G 2 as well. Further research is needed to be done in order to establish whether such a geometric interpretation exists. There are also questions about the quantum cohomology case.
There is also further work that needs to be done in regards to the Quantum K theory ring of the G 2 flag manifold. Dr. Mihalcea expects that the curve neighborhoods can be used to find the multiplication table in the Quantum K theory ring of the G 2 flag manifold. Using that, it should be possible to derive a presentation for this ring, in terms of generators and relations. Nobody has done this before, and there is significant interest among researchers in this area for these computations.
